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Abstract

We argue for the refactoring of the IP control plane to support network-wide objectives and control. We
put forward a design that refactors functionality into a novel 4D architecture composed of four separate
planes: decision, dissemination, discovery and data. All decision-making logic is moved out of routers
along with current management plane functions to create a logically centralized decision plane, where
network-level objectives and policies are specified and enforced by direct configuration of states on indi-
vidual network elements. Pulling much of the control state and logic out of the routers enables both simpler
protocols, which do not have to embed decision-making logic, and more powerful decision algorithms for
implementing sophisticated goals. Remaining on the routers is a wafer-thin class of intrinsically distrib-
uted control functions. These support the discovery plane,consisting of elementary functions to discover
topology and network state, and the dissemination plane, consisting of elementary functions to distribute
explicit instructions to manipulate the data plane forwarding mechanisms.

This paper motivates the need for a new approach to network control and management, describes the
4D architecture, and sketches the design space and challenges posed by the architecture. As a first explo-
ration of the design space and its challengs, we have constructed a working prototype that implements the
4D architecture. Through evaluation of this prototype on 9 different network topologies derived from pro-
duction networks, we demonstrate that (i) the 4D architecture can achievesubsecondreconvergence times
upon single link or router failures and can adequately deal with other failure scenarios includingnetwork
partition; (ii) the 4D architecture is able to implement a network design intent such as a reachability matrix
more robustly than currently possible; and (iii) the 4D architecture does not introduce excess overhead.
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1 Introduction
Most data networks were designed to provide best-effort communication among cooperating users. This
has resulted in a box-centric architecture in which each switch participates in a distributed control pro-
tocol thatembedsthe path computation logic. For example, in IP networks, thepath computation logic
is governed by distributed protocols such as Dijkstra’s SPFor Bellman Ford. In Ethernet networks, the
path computation logic is in the Spanning Tree protocol [1].Today’s data networks, controlled by nu-
merous institutions and operated in diverse environments (e.g., data center, access, enterprise, and service
provider), must support network-level objectives and capabilities far more sophisticated than best-effort
packet delivery, including traffic engineering, survivability, security, and policy enforcement. Retro-fitting
these network objectives on the box-centric architecture has led to bewildering complexity, with diverse
state and logic distributed across numerous network elements and management systems. This complex-
ity is responsible for the increasing fragility of IP networks and the tremendous difficulties facing people
trying to understand and manage their networks.

Continuing on the path of incremental evolution would lead to additional point solutions that exac-
erbate the problem. Instead, we advocate re-architecting the control and management functions of data
networks from the ground up. We believe that a clean-slate approach based on sound principles will, at
the minimum, provide an alternative perspective and shed light on fundamental trade-offs in the design of
network control and management functions. More strongly, we believe that such an approach isnecessary
to avoid perpetuating the substantial complexity of today’s control plane.

To guide our design, we start from a small set of principles:network-level objectives, network-wide
views, anddirect control. These principles lead us to a 4D architecture that refactors network functionality
into four components—thedata, discovery, dissemination, and decision planes. The decision plane creates
a network configuration that satisfies network-level objectives. It has a network-wide view of the topology
and events, and it has direct control over the operation of the data plane. No decision logic is hardwired
in protocols distributed among switches. The output of the decision logic is communicated to switches by
the dissemination plane. Our study investigates anextreme design pointwhere control and management
decisions are made in a logically centralized fashion. By pulling all the decision logic out of the network
elements, we enable both simpler protocols and more sophisticated algorithms for driving the operation
of the data plane. In addition, we believe that the technology trends toward ever-more powerful and
inexpensive computing platforms make our design point attractive in practice.

Despite the many potential advantages of the 4D architecture, key questions remain:Is the 4D ar-
chitecture feasible? Centralizing the decision-making logic at servers raises natural concerns about re-
sponsiveness, scalability, and reliability [2, 3].Are the advantages of the 4D architecturerealizable?
As discussed in Section 6, our architecture introduces new capabilities, such as network-wide reachabil-
ity policies, and zero device-specific configuration of routers/switches. Can these capabilities be realized
without introducing significant complexity?

To answer these questions, we have implemented a prototype of the 4D architecture. We chose to
target the first 4D prototype at controlling IPv4 networks, and we base our evaluations on topologies taken
from production enterprise networks that vary in size from 10 to 100 routers. However, we believe that our
architecture is applicable to a wide range of networks: (i) networks with different packet-forwarding par-
adigms, such as longest-prefix-matching forwarding (IPv4 and IPv6), exact-match forwarding (Ethernet),
and label switching (MPLS and VLAN/Ethernet) and (ii) networks in different environments, including
data centers, enterprise networks, access/metro networks, and service provider backbones. Using our cur-
rent prototype, we demonstrate that it is feasible to give IPnetworks more sophisticated capabilities while
making them fully self-configuring, comparable to switchedEthernet networks. Further, we believe that
applying the 4D architecture to Ethernet will enable Ethernet networks to retain their simplicity while
obtaining the scalability and functionality seen in IP networks[4].
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The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, we synthesize fundamental design principles
capturing the essence of the problem of network control and management. We present a 4D network ar-
chitecture founded on these principles, and we articulate why the 4D architecture potentially has major
advantages over existing designs. Second, through evaluation of responsiveness and overhead of our proto-
type, we demonstrate the viability of the 4D architecture and specifically validate the viability of the novel
refactoring and relocating of control functions. Third, wedemonstrate new and valuable functionality
facilitated by the 4D architecture that is currently unattainable in traditional networks.

2 Network Control and Management Today
In today’s data networks, the functionality that controls the network is split into three main planes: (i) the
data planethat handles the individual data packets; (ii) thecontrol planethat implements the distributed
routing algorithms across the network elements; and (iii) themanagement planethat monitors the network
and configures the data-plane mechanisms and control-planeprotocols.

While the original IP control plane was designed to have asingledistributed algorithm to maintain
the forwarding table in the data plane, today’s IP data, control and management planes are far more
complex. The data plane needs to implement, in additional tonext-hop forwarding, more functions such as
tunneling, access control, address translation, and queueing. The states used to implement these functions
are governed by multiple entities and have to be configured through a rich set of individual, interacting
commands. Even for the forwarding state, there are usually multiple routing processes running on the same
switch. While there are many dependencies among the states and the logic updating the states, most of the
dependencies arenot maintained automatically. For example, controlling routing and reachability today
requires complex arrangements of commands to tag routes, filter routes, and configure multiple interacting
routing processes, all the while ensuring that no router is asked to handle more routes and packet filters
than it has resources with witch to cope. A change to any one part of the configuration can easily break
other parts. The problem is exacerbated as packet delivery cannot commence until the routing protocols
create the necessary forwarding tables, and the managementplane cannot reach the control plane until
the routing protocols are configured. Resolving this catch-22 requires installing a significant amount of
configuration information on IP routers before deployment.1 Studies of production networks show them
requiring hundreds of thousands of lines of low-level configuration commands distributed across all the
routers in the network [5]. These configurations and the dynamic forwarding state they generate require a
myriad of ad hoc scripts and systems in the management plane to validate, monitor, and update them. The
result is a complex and failure-prone network.

We present two examples that illustrate the network fragility caused by today’s complex and unwieldy
control and management infrastructure. The examples illustrate how the lack of coordination between
routing and security mechanisms can result in a fragile network, and how today’s control and management
infrastructure makes it difficult to properly coordinate the mechanisms.

2.1 Reachability Control in Enterprise Networks

Today, many enterprise networks attempt to control which hosts and services on their network can com-
municate (i.e., reach each other) as part of their security strategy [5]. They implement their strategies using
a combination of routing policy and packet filters, but this approach is fraught with peril even in simple
networks.

Consider the example enterprise network in Figure 1. The company has two locations, A and B. Each
location has a number of “front office” computers used by the sales agents (AF1-2 and BF1-2). Each

1This problem is so profound in today’s networks that whenever possible remote routers/switches are plugged into telephone
modems so that the Public Switched Telephone Network provides a management communication path of last resort.
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Figure 1: Enterprise network with two locations, each location with a front office and a data-center.

location also has a data center where servers are kept (AD1-2and BD1-2). Initially, the two locations are
connected by a link between the front office routers, R2 and R4, over which inter-office communications
flow. The Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP) metric for each link is shown in italics. The company’s security
policy is for front-office computers to be able to communicate with other locations’ front office computers
and the local data center’s servers, but not the data center of the other location. Such policies are common
in industries like insurance, where the sales agents of eachlocation are effectively competing against each
other even though they work for the same company. The security policy is implemented using packet filters
on the routers controlling entrance to the data centers to drop packets that violate the policy. Interface i1.1
is configured with a packet filter that drops all packets from the BF subnet, and interface i3.1 drops all
packets from the AF subnet.

The network functions as desired, until the day when the data-center staff decides to add a new,
high-capacity dedicated link between the data centers (shown as a dashed line between R1 and R3 —
perhaps they have decided to use each other as remote backup locations). It seems reasonable that with
packet filters protecting the entrances to the data centers,the new link between data centers should not
compromise the security policy. However, the new link changes the routing such that packets sent from
AF to BD will travel from R2 to R1 to R3 to BD — completely avoiding the packet filter installed on
interface i3.1 and violating the security policy. When the designers eventually discover the security hole,
probably due to an attack exploiting the hole, they would typically respond by copying the packet filter
from i3.1 to i3.2, so it now also drops packets from AF. This filter design does plug the security hole, but
it means that if the front office link from R2 to R4 fails, AF will be unable to reach BF. Even though the
links from R2 to R1 to R3 to R4 are all working, the packet filteron interface i3.2 will drop the packets
from subnet AF.

In this example, the problems arise because the ability of a network to carry packets depends on
the routing protocols and the packet filters working in concert. While routing automatically adapts to
topology changes, there is no corresponding way to automatically adapt packet filters or other state. It
could be argued that a more “optimal” placement of packet filters, or the use of multi-dimensional packet
filters (i.e., filters that test both source and destination address of a packet) would fix the problems shown
in this example. However, as networks grow in size and complexity from the trivial example used here
for illustrative purposes, finding these more optimal placements and maintaining the multitude of multi-
dimensional packet filters they generate requires developing and integrating entirely new sets of tools into
the network’s management systems. Since these tools will beseparate from the protocols that control
routing in real time, they will perpetually be attempting toremain synchronized with routing protocols by
trying to model and guess the protocols’ behavior.

In contrast, the 4D architecture simply and directly eliminates this entire class of problems. The 4D
architecture allows the direct specification of the desired“reachability matrix” and automated mechanisms
for simultaneously setting both the forwarding-table entries and packet filters on the routers based on the
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Figure 2: Autonomous Systems (ASs) peering with each other via eBGP sessions. AS1 must place packet
filters on its ingress links to prevent AS3 from sending packets to destinations for which AS1 has not
agreed to provide transit.

current network state.

2.2 Enforcing Peering Policies in Transit Networks

Routing policy is based on the premise that a router that doesnot announce a route to a destination to a
peer will not be sent packets for that destination by that peer. However, the routing system does nothing to
prevent an unscrupulous peer from sending packets to that destination anyway. Enforcing routing policy
is nearly impossible with today’s control and management planes.

Figure 2 shows an example of three Autonomous Systems (ASs) peering with each other via three
eBGP sessions (one eBGP session along each of the links shownin the figure). Assume that AS1 is a
major transit network, and it announces a route to destination d in its eBGP session with AS2. If AS1’s
policy is to not provide AS3 with transit service ford, it does not announced in its eBGP sessions with
AS3. However, if AS3 wishes to be unscrupulous (e.g., use AS1for transit service without paying), it can
assume AS1 does know a way tod (e.g., so AS1’s own customers can reachd). If AS3 sends packets for
d to br.nyc.as1, they will definitely be delivered, as br.nyc.as1 must have a route tod in order to handle
legitimate traffic from AS2.

Enforcing routing policy requires installing packet filters to drop packets to destinations which have
not been announced as reachable. As the announcements received by an AS, and the AS’s own topology,
change over time the announcements sent by the AS will changeand the packet filters must be moved
correspondingly. Implementing such functionality by adding another ad hoc script to the management
plane is essentially impossible today. Even if it were possible to write a script that snoops on the eBGP
announcements sent to each neighboring border router and installs packet filters on the ingress interface
as appropriate, the script would be extremely dangerous as it would not properly order the packet filter
installation/removal with the BGP announcements. For example, it would be bad to announce to a neighbor
border router a route to a destination before removing the packet filters that drop the packets sent to the
destination.

Beyond ordering issues, transit networks handle a large number of destinations, and each packet filter
applied to an interface consumes forwarding resources and reduces the effective capacity of the interface.
It might be desirable to move packet filters into the network whenever possible, away from the ingress
interfaces, so that one packet filter can enforce the BGP policy for multiple ingress interfaces.

Enforcing routing policy requires dynamically placing packet filters to respond to the continually
changing routes selected by that policy. Correctly and optimally placing the filters requires that the place-
ment be synchronized with the announcement of routing decisions and that the placement algorithms have
access to the complete routing topology of the network. The 4D architecture provides the primitives and
abstractions needed to implement correct placement strategies and support placement optimization algo-
rithms.
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2.3 Same Problems, Many Guises

The global Internet is composed of many separate data networks, designed and managed by different
people and organizations with different goals. Individualnetworks serve radically different purposes; in
addition to the familiar backbone networks, there are access, metro, enterprise and data-center networks.
In each of these settings, the network administrators struggle to “program” their networks, integrating a
diverse set of technologies and protocols, and artfully setting the configurable parameters that determine
the network’s functionality and dynamics.

While the specific context, technology, and mechanisms may change from network to network, there
is commonality among the problems. For example, while Ethernet was initially designed to run on a shared
medium, it has since evolved into a networking technology with a full package of data plane, control plane,
and management plane to rival IP. Just as IP has many routing protocols to compute FIB state, Ethernet
has many variations of the spanning tree protocol [6]. Just as IP networks have mechanisms like MPLS
to control the paths packets take, Ethernet has VLANs (and VLANs-in-VLANs). Just as IP networks
have needed to implement sophisticated functionality liketraffic engineering, security policies and fast
restoration, these same needs are being required of Ethernet in many contexts, such as enterprises, data
centers [7], and metro/access networks [8]. Just as ad hoc management capabilities need to be overlaid on
top of IP control plane, achieving advanced functionality in Ethernet networks has led to increasingly ad
hoc and complex management systems. The systems must operate outside Ethernet’s control plane, often
coming into conflict with it.

2.4 Moving Forward

We argue the key to solving the problems illustrated above iscreating a way for the architectural intent and
operational constraints governing the network to be expressed directly, and then automatically enforced
by configuring all the data-plane mechanisms on the individual routers/switches. Until this occurs, we
expect the design and operation of robust networks to remaina difficult challenge, and the state of the art
to remain a losing battle against a trend where ever richer and more complex state and logic are embedded
in distributed protocols or exposed through box-level interfaces.

3 The 4D Architecture

Rather than exploring incremental extensions to today’s control and management planes, we propose a
clean-slateredesign of the division of functionality. We believe that agreen-field approach based on
sound principles is necessary to avoid perpetuating the substantial complexity in today’s design. We
have developed the 4D architecture as anextreme design pointthat moves all responsibility for network
control and management to a logically-centralized decision plane. We deliberately chose an extreme
design as we believe that it crystallizes the issues, so thatexploring the strengths and weaknesses of this
architecture will lead to important network-level abstractions and a deeper understanding of the essential
functionality needed in the individual routers and switches. In this section, we propose our vision of the
desired architecture — in later sections we explain its implementation.

3.1 Design Principles

The rich literature on the complexity of today’s control andmanagement planes has led us to the following
three principles that we believe are essential to dividing the responsibility for controlling and managing a
data network:

Network-level objectives: Running a robust data network depends on satisfying objectives for per-
formance, reliability, and policy that can (and should) be expressed separately from the low-level network
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Figure 3: New 4D architecture with network-level objectives, network-wide views, and direct control

elements. For example, a traffic-engineering objective could be stated as “keep all links below 70% uti-
lization, even under single-link failures.” A reachability policy objective could be stated as “do not allow
hosts in subnet B to access the accounting servers in subnet A.” Today’s network requires these goals
to be expressed in low-level configuration commands on the individual routers, increasing the likelihood
that the objectives are violated due to semantic mistakes intranslating the network-level objectives into
specific protocols and mechanisms.

Network-wide views: Timely, accurate, network-wide views of topology, traffic,and events are cru-
cial for running a robust network. The network-wide view must accurately reflect the current state of the
data plane, and include accurate information about each device, including its name, resource limitations,
and physical attributes. However, today’s control plane was not designed to provide these network-wide
views, forcing substantial retro-fitting to obtain them. Instead of adding measurement support to the sys-
tem as an afterthought, we believe providing the information necessary to construct a complete, consistent,
network-wide view should be one of the primary functions of the routers and switches.

Direct control: Satisfying network-level objectives is much easier with direct control over the con-
figuration of the data plane. The decision logic should not behardwired in protocols distributed among
switches. Rather, only the output of the decision logic should be communicated to switches. Early data
networks embed the path computation logic in simple distributed protocols. For example, in IP networks,
the path computation logic is governed by distributed protocols such as Dijkstra’s SPF or Bellman Ford. In
Ethernet networks, the path computation logic is determined by the Spanning Tree protocol[1]. Since it is
difficult to extend the distributed control protocols to support more sophisticated network-level objectives
such as traffic engineering or reachability, the managementplane is used to implement these additional
capabilities. With only indirect influence over the network, today’s management plane must replicate the
state and logic of the control plane and perform a complex inversion of the functionality. The problem
would be much easier to solve if the management plane could compute the forwarding tables and install
them in the routers. For direct control to be meaningful, it must be complete. If configuration commands
or multiple entities can affect the state in the network elements, then yet more entities are required for
auditing (and correcting) the settings [9, 10, 11] to ensurethe network-level objectives are upheld.

In addition to these three principles, any design must also consider traditional systems requirements,
such as scalability, reliability, and consistency. Our three principles attempt to capture the issues specific
to the control and management of networks. By separating thenetwork-specific issues from the traditional
systems requirements, we can apply existing techniques from other areas of distributed computing research
to the traditional systems problems while exposing for closer scrutiny the network-specific ones.

3.2 New 4D Network Architecture

Although the three principles could be satisfied in many ways, we have deliberately made the 4D ar-
chitecture an extreme design point where all control and management decisions are made in a logically
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centralized fashion by servers that have complete control over the network elements. The routers and
switches only have the ability to run network discovery protocols and accept explicit instructions that con-
trol the behavior of the data plane, resulting in network devices that are auto-configurable. Our proposed
network architecture has the following four components, asillustrated in Figure 3:

Decision plane: The decision plane makesall decisions driving network-wide control, including
reachability, load balancing, access control, security, and interface configuration. Replacing today’s man-
agement plane, the decision plane operates inreal time on a network-wide view of the topology, the
traffic, and the capabilities and resource limitations of the routers. The decision plane uses algorithms to
turn network-level objectives (e.g., reachability matrix, load-balancing goals, survivability requirements,
planned maintenance events) directly into the packet-handling state that must be configured into the data
plane (e.g., forwarding table entries, packet filters, queueing parameters). The decision plane consists of
multiple servers called decision elements that connect directly to the network.

Dissemination plane:The dissemination plane provides a robust and efficient communication sub-
strate that connects routers and switches with decision elements. While the dissemination plane may use
the same set of physical links as the data packets, the dissemination paths are maintained separately from
the data paths so they can be operational without requiring configuration or successful establishment of
routes or paths in the data-plane. In contrast, in today’s networks, control and management data are car-
ried over the data paths, which need to be established by routing protocols before they can be used. The
dissemination plane moves management information createdby the decision plane to the data plane and
state identified by the discovery plane to the decision plane, but does not create state itself.

Discovery plane: The discovery plane is responsible for discovering what physical entities make up
the network and creating logical identities to represent those entities. The discovery plane defines the
scope and persistence of the identities, and carries out theautomatic discovery and management of the
relationships between them. This includes box-level discovery (e.g., what interfaces are on this router?
How many FIB entries can it hold?), neighbor discovery (e.g., what other routers does this interface
connect to?), and discovery of lower-layer link characteristics (e.g., what is the interface’s capacity?). The
network-wide views used by the decision plane are formed from the information learned by the discovery
plane. In contrast, in today’s IP networks, the only automatic mechanism is neighbor discovery between
two preconfigured and adjacent IP interfaces; physical device discovery and associations between entities
are driven by configuration commands and external inventorydatabases.

Data plane: The data plane handles individual packets based on the statethat isoutputby the de-
cision plane. This state includes the forwarding table, packet filters, link-scheduling weights, and queue
management parameters, as well as tunnels and network address translation mappings. The data plane
may also have fine-grain support for collecting measurements [12] on behalf of the discovery plane.

The 4D architecture embodies our three principles. The decision-plane logic operates on a network-
wide view of the topology and traffic, with the help of the dissemination plane in collecting the measure-
ment data, to satisfy network-level objectives. The decision plane has direct control over the operation of
the data plane, obviating the need to model and invert the actions of the control plane. Pulling much of
the control state and logic out of the routers enables both simpler protocols, which do not have to embed
decision-making logic, and more powerful decision algorithms for implementing sophisticated goals.

3.3 Advantages of the 4D Architecture

Our 4D architecture offers several important advantages over today’s division of functionality:
Separate networking logic from distributed systems issues: The 4D architecture does not and

cannot eliminate all distributed protocols, as networks fundamentally involve routers/switches distributed
in space. Rather, the 4D proposes separating the logic that controls the network, such as route computation,
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from the protocols that move information around the network. This separation creates an architectural
force opposing the box-centric nature of protocol design and device configuration that causes so much
complexity today. The 4D tries to find the interfaces and functionality we need to manage complexity—
those that factor out issues that are not unique to networking and enable the use of existing distributed
systems techniques and protocols to solve those problems.

Higher robustness:By simplifying the state and logic for network control, and ensuring the internal
consistency of the state, our architecture greatly reducesthe fragility of the network. The 4D architec-
ture raises the level of abstraction for managing the network, allowing network administrators to focus
on specifying network-level objectives rather than configuring specific protocols and mechanisms on in-
dividual routers and switches. Network-wide views providea conceptually-appealing way for people and
systems to reason about the network without regard for complex protocol interactions among a group
of routers/switches. Moving the state and logic out of the network elements also facilitates the creation
of new, more sophisticated algorithms for computing the data-plane state that are easier to maintain and
extend.

Better security: Security objectives are inherently network-level goals. For example, the decision
plane can secure the network perimeter by installing packetfilters on all border routers. Managing
network-level objectives, rather than the configuration ofindividual routers, reduces the likelihood of
configuration mistakes that can compromise security.

Accommodating heterogeneity:The same 4D architecture can be applied to different networking
environments but with customized solutions. For example, in an ISP backbone with many optimization
criteria and high reliability requirements, the decision plane may consist of several high-end servers de-
ployed in geographically distributed locations. A data-center environment with Ethernet switches may
require only a few inexpensive PCs, and still achieve far more sophisticated capabilities (e.g., traffic engi-
neering with resilience) than what spanning tree or static VLAN configuration can provide today.

Enabling of innovation and network evolution: Separating the network control from the routers/switches
and protocols is a significant enabler for innovation and network evolution. The decision plane can incor-
porate new algorithms and abstractions for computing the data-plane state to satisfy a variety of network-
level objectives,withoutrequiring the change of eitherdatapacket formats orcontrol protocols(dissemi-
nation and discovery plane protocols in the case of 4D). In addition, moving the control functionality out
of the router/switch software enables new players (e.g., the research community and third-party software
developers) to contribute to the creation of these algorithms.

3.4 Challenges for the 4D Architecture

Initial implementation efforts, such as those reported in subsequent sections show the benefits of the 4D
architecture described above can be achieved. However, there are clear risks its design must avoid:

Complexity apocalypse:A major drawback of today’s architecture is that it has enormous complexity
distributed horizontally across the network elements and vertically across many layers. The 4D architec-
ture must achieve the same functionality as today’s systems, while also centralizing the decision logic and
introducing new capabilities, such as a network-wide reachability policies and zero pre-configuration of
routers/switches. Does the refactoring proposed by the 4D architecture dramatically simplify the overall
system, or merely exchange one kind of complexity for another?

Stability failures: Since the network is distributed in space, there are unavoidable delays in informing
the decision elements of events. For the global-scale enterprise and transit networks that companies want
to create, is it possible to create a network-wide view stable and accurate enough for controlling such
networks?

Scalability problems: The largest networks today have thousands of routers/switches and tens of
thousands of devices and the default-free zone of today’s Internet handles routes hundreds of thousands
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of destination prefixes. Is it possible for conventional servers to manage so many devices and respond to
events fast enough to meet the network’s goals? Will the amount of management information being moved
by the dissemination plane overwhelm the network’s abilityto carry data?

Response time:With the unavoidable speed-of-light delays and the large quantity of control/management
information to process, is it possible to respond to networkfailures and restore data flow within an accept-
able period of time?

Security vulnerabilities: An attacker who compromises a decision element in a 4D network could
control the entire network, similar to the power afforded anadversary that breaks into the today’s man-
agement plane or the routers themselves. The security of a 4Dsystem depends primarily on securing the
dissemination plane that forms the communication channelsbetween the routers/switches and the decision
plane, and securing the decision plane itself. Is a 4D network more or less vulnerable to attack than routers
running distributed routing protocols?

4 Design and Implementation
This section discusses a number of the interesting design questions that arise in turning the principles and
planes of the 4D architecture into a working prototype that controls an actual network. Our approach
in creating the prototype was to choose simplicity over performance, taking natural design decisions to
their logical conclusions. Section 5 shows that even the simplistic mechanisms we have chosen result in a
prototype with very reasonable performance.

4.1 Target Platform

Unlike other control/management architectures that are tied to specific data planes, the 4D architecture
could be used to control a variety of different networks. Forinstance, the 4D architecture could be used
as the control plane for an Ethernet-based network (replacing the spanning tree protocol, bridge learning
algorithms, and VLAN management) , or a router-based IP network (where it replaces the control and
management planes).

For the evaluation of the viability of the 4D architecture inthis paper we have chosen to prototype
the control of a routed IPv4 network. Our choice is partiallymotivated by the potential impact our design
could have on routed networks, but also by the significant number of tools available for profiling and in-
vestigating such networks (e.g. traceroute, ping) allowing us to validate the functionality of our prototype.
For ease of programming, we use x86 based PCs running a standard Linux kernel as our routers. The code
for our prototype runs in user-space, manipulating the FIB entries and packet filters in the kernel tables
when commanded to do so by the remote decision elements.

Successful deployment of the 4D architecture is transparent to end-systems; all the end-to-end tools
will continue to function as normal. Hosts connected to the prototype network are unmodified. The
decision elements, where all decisions with network-wide implications are made, are servers connected
to the network at various points. Every router in the networkruns code implementing the data plane, the
discovery plane, and dissemination plane. Every decision element runs code implementing the discovery,
dissemination and decision plane.

4.2 Neighbor Discovery

The problem of neighbor discovery is not unique to our design, but it does impact the time required to
respond to link failures. Because of its importance, some link layers (e.g., SONET) provide extremely
rapid link liveness checking as a fundamental primitive to support neighbor discovery and maintenance.
However, many others link layers (e.g., Ethernet) do not.2 In environments where link-layer neighbor dis-

2Some modern Ethernet interfaces provide proprietary neighbor detection primitives, but we do not have these availableto
us.
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covery is not available, it is commonly implemented with theexplicit exchange of HELLO packets. Such
a hello based protocol has been shown to be viable for supporting sub-millisecond restoration times [13]
. In our prototype, which is implemented using Ethernet interfaces, the discovery plane code on each
router sends 28-byte long HELLO messages out every interface every 30 ms. Failure to receive a HELLO
from neighbor for 100 ms is treated as indicating that the link or neighbor has failed. Each router uses
the results of neighbor discovery to create a Link-state Advertisement (LSA) that contains the status of
its interfaces and the identity of the router(s) connected to the interfaces. Each DE periodically polls the
routers, requesting that the routers send their current LSAs to the DE. Whenever a router detects a change
in a neighbor’s status, it sends a triggered LSA to every DE that has recently polled it.

4.3 Communication Between DEs and Routers

The 4D architecture physically separates the decision plane logic that controls the network from the routers
that comprise the network. The dissemination plane provides means for the decision elements to commu-
nicate with each and every router. The problem is unusual in several ways. First, the dissemination paths
must be able to boot strap themselves, ideally requiring zero prior configuration on the routers. Second,
the dissemination plane will be used to carry a wide variety of information. Some information, like LSAs,
might need to be distributed to multiple places (e.g., all ofthe decision elements), while other informa-
tion, like commands from a DE to a router, cannot be silently lost. On the one hand, the potential design
space is very large, as there is tremendous freedom in designing the dissemination plane; on the other, the
dissemination plane’s sole function is to distribute state(data and instruction) and can therefore employ
standard distributed systems techniques.

One option for the dissemination plane would be to use normalIPv4 routing tables to direct manage-
ment information along the dissemination paths. Another option would be to have routers run a spanning
tree protocol among themselves, with decision elements serving as roots of the trees. However, spanning
tree protocols have been reported to have slow reconvergence [4]. For our prototype, we have chosen to
implement the dissemination plane using source routes. Each management message is segmented into
dissemination frames, and each frame carries in its header the identity of the source, destination, and the
series of routers/switches/DEs through which it must pass.

Decision element beacons:Our design leverages the fact that there are fewer decision elements than
routers to simplify the design of the dissemination plane. Each decision element sends a beacon identifying
itself as a decision element every 500 ms. The beacons are flooded throughout the network in an orderly
fashion using the Dynamic Source Routing Protocol [14]. We use a single beacon packet to serve three
separable purposes: setting up source routes in the network, polling LSAs from the routers, and serving
as DE heartbeats. When a router or decision element receivesa beacon, it appends its identity to a source
route that is built up inside the beacon and then forwards a copy of the beacon out each interface except
the one which it has received the beacon from.

Creating dissemination paths and collecting topology information: Whenever a router receives a
beacon or a message from a DE update), it remembers the sourceroute contained in the beacon/message
for use as a path to reach DE that sent the beacon/message (i.e., routers store one route to each DE).
Receipt of a beacon also causes each router to send its current LSA back to the DE that originated the
beacon. When a router has information it must send to a DE (e.g., a triggered LSA) it uses the source
route from the last message from the DE. When a DE has information to send to a router, it uses the LSAs
it has received to assemble a view of the network topology, and can then compute a source route to the
router.

Coping with lost management messages:It is always possible for congestion to cause management
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messages to be lost.3 To avoid the silent loss of a state update, when a router receives a message from a
DE it sends the DE an acknowledgement. The prototype’s dissemination plane retransmits state updates
that have not been acknowledged after a fixed timeout (set at 250 ms). Our prototype dos not send ACKs
for LSAs or retransmit lost LSAs.

A more interesting problem arises when a link or router fails. The router detecting the failure notifies
the decision elements by immediately sending a triggered LSA with its new neighbor information. In
some cases the route to a decision element is across the failed link. However, most often (always for link
failure) at least one router adjacent to a failed link or router will have a working source route to each DE,
so any failure generally results in a least one triggered LSAreaching each DE. For the routers whose path
to the DE is broken, we adopt the simplest possible approach,namely to simply wait for the next DE
beacon — when the next beacon floods the network, the router will learn a new path to the DE. We reduce
the likelihood of a long latency for flushing out any “stranded” LSAs by having the DE send a “triggered”
beacon whenever it receives a triggered LSA. To bound overhead, triggered beacons are rate limited to
one per 20 ms.

4.4 Computing FIB Entries and Packet Filters

The 4D architecture places upon the decision plane the responsibility for calculating all the state required
by the data plane, including FIB entries and packet filters. In conventional route calculation, the actual
computation of the routes is quite simple. For example, OSPFapplies Dijkstra’s algorithm to a set of
LSAs and BGP applies a 7-step ranking function to a set of known routes. The complexity of conventional
approaches lies in coming up with ways of filtering LSAs, setting link weights, tagging, scoring, and
dropping routes, etc. so that when the simple computation isperformed the results put the data plane
into a state that happens to meet the objectives of the network designer. In the 4D architecture, we turn
the problem around. We provide the designer with the abilityto directly express their network-level
objectives, and accept that a more complex computation may be required to generate routes that meet
these requirements.

Traffic-engineering [15] and redundant/resilent path planning [16] are two problems for which a num-
ber of algorithms are known for computing routes that obey network-level objectives. In this paper, we
illustrate another type of capability: the specification ofa reachability matrix as a network-level objective.
That is, network designers can specify sets of source and destination subnet pairs that should or should not
be allowed to exchange packets. Using this matrix, designers can precisely and unambiguously specify
the reachability (security policies) they wish their network to enforce. The decision plane will compute
routes so that packets can flow between any two subnets connected to the network and not prohibited by
the reachability matrix, while installing packet filters where needed to ensure the reachability matrix is
enforced.

In our current prototype, whenever a DE receives an LSA indicating a change in the network, it begins
a 40 ms hold-down timer to allow time for other LSAs spawned bythe same event to reach the DE. When
the timer expires, it begins to compute entries for the FIB table on each router by assembling the most
current LSA from each router into a matrix representing the physical connectivity of the data links in the
network (the weight of each link is set at one). The Floyd-Warshall algorithm is run on the matrix to
compute the all-pairs shortest paths for the network. The results are processed to produce a FIB entry
for each destination for each router in the network such thatpackets will follow the shortest paths to
their destinations. For each source destination subnet pair that should not be able to reach each other, we

3A more sophisticated implementation would give messages carried by the dissemination plane higher priority than normal
data packets to reduce the chance of loss, but loss is still possible. Our prototype sends management messages with the same
priority as data packets.
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initially place a packet filter to drop that traffic on the interface closest to the destination. We then use a
greedy heuristic to optimize the filter placement and combine filters by “pulling” the filters towards the
source of forbidden traffic until further pulling would require duplicating the filters.

The running-time of the FIB calculation algorithm just described isO(N3 + I + ND) whereN is the
number of routers in the network and theN3 term comes from the Floyd-Warshall algorithm.I is the total
number of interfaces in the network, and the term arises fromthe processing of the all-pair shortest paths
matrix to determine which interface should be used for each destination.D is the number of destination
subnets known by the network, and theND term represents the need to generate for each router a FIB
entry for each of theD destinations.4 In a production system an incremental algorithm could be used
instead of Floyd-Warshal, reducing theN3 term to an amortizedO(N log N). Still, as shown in Section 5
the measured running times for the simpler algorithm of the prototype are within acceptable ranges.

The 4D architecture exposes the logic that controls the network, feeding it with the inputs it requires
and implementing its decisions. However, the question remains how best to organize this logic. For
example, some decision plane algorithms can run in real-time, but there should not be a requirement
that all algorithms must run in real-time. There must also beclean ways to mix algorithms that control
different facets of the network state. One possible approach is developing algorithms that allow network-
level objectives to be separated into optimization objectives and mandatory objectives. This decomposition
enables potentially slow-running optimization algorithms to complete their computation, while allowing
fast-running algorithms to react quickly to ensure that mandatory objectives are always met. For example,
a network with both traffic engineering and reachability matrix objectives might simultaneously use a
slow-running linear program to identify a range of link weights that keep the link utilization in the network
within some factor of the optimal level and our filter placement algorithm to ensure that the reachability
matrix is obeyed exactly at all times.

4.5 Coordinating Multiple Decision Elements

The 4D architecture takes the extreme design point of logically centralizing all decision making; in our
prototype this means all decisions are made by a single decision element. This begs the question of how
to handle the failure of the decision element or a partition of the network that leaves some routers cut off
from the decision element. In designing a system to cope withthese failures, we can take advantage of the
specific characteristics of networks and their failure models. For example, single link and router failures
are the most common, followed by correlated failures when a fiber bundle or shared resource goes down.
The simultaneous failure of multiple pieces of widely separated equipment is extraordinarily rare. Further,
even when all decision elements fail, the network does not loose the ability to forward packets — all that
is lost is the ability to react to further changes.

To cope with DE failures our prototype implements a version of the hot-standby model. At any
time a single master decision element takes responsibilityfor configuring the data plane on each router
in the network, but multiple decision elements are plugged into the network. Each of the standby DEs
gathers information from the network and performs the computations exactly the same way as the master
5. However, the standbys do not send out the results of their computations.

4While the number of destination subnetsD is likely to be small in many enterprise networks, it is currently over 150,000 in
transit backbone networks. However, various address aggregation schemes can be used by the DEs to subsume many destination
subnets into a single route, so theND would be replaced by the total number of aggregated routes inthe network, which could
be much smaller.

5So during normal operation when the network is not partitioned, these DEs would converge to the same FIB entries,
achieving “eventual consistency” among the DEs without theoverhead of replicating FIB entries from the master DE to the
standbys.
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The prototype selects the master DE using a very simple election protocol based on the DE beacons.
At boot time, each DE begins sending periodic beacons and receiving LSAs from the routers in the net-
work. The DE listens for beacons from other DEs for at least three times the beacon period (i.e., 1.5 s).
The DE decides it should be the master and begin sending commands to routers if, after this waiting pe-
riod, it has the highest priority of all received beacons. When the master DE receives a beacon from a DE
with higher priority than its own, it immediately switches to a hot standby and ceases sending commands
to routers. The two implications of this election protocol are that (1) when the master DE dies it may be
1.5 s before another DE becomes master, and (2) when a DE with higher priority than the current master
boots up, the current master will immediately stop sending commands to routers, creating a window of up
to 1.5 s when no DE is willing to send commands to routers sincethe new master is not yet sure that it is
the winner of the election.

4.6 Interacting with Other Networks

In this paper, we have focused primarily on controlling the state of a single Autonomous System or en-
terprise network, as there is tremendous complexity in intra-domain problems [5]. Yet, the local network
will need to connect to other networks. This means that the 4Darchitecture must provide a way to secure
the dissemination paths: defining the boundary of the local network and preventing routers in neighboring
networks from injecting commands into the local network. Itmust also accept routing advertisements
from outside networks, so the decision plane can decide how to direct packets to destinations outside the
local network.

To uphold our principle of direct control, we must solve these problems with minimal configuration
on the routers and leveraging the DE-based path computation. The conventional approach to defining a
network’s boundary is to explicitly configure the border routers (BRs) to know which of their interfaces
are internal and which face the “outside world.” They then use a specially configured routing protocol
session, like eBGP, to accept routes from the BRs of neighboring networks. In our prototype, we solve
the problem of defining the network boundary and securing thedissemination paths by assuming each
router in the network is configured via a USB key or flash card with a single security certificate. This
certificate can be common across all devices, so it is not a device-specific configuration. It is needed to
authenticate the routers that are part of the network and thedecision elements that are authorized to control
the network. As a part of neighbor discovery, each router anddecision element uses its security certificate
to decide whether the neighbor is part of the same network or not, and it reports this information as part of
its LSA. The dissemination plane does not forward DE beaconsout interfaces that face external routers,
and it does not forward source routed messages that arrive onthose interfaces.

Our prototype does not explicitly model the exchange of route advertisements with external networks,
although this can be achieved by using RCP’s [17] approach, where eBGP is used to collect routes from
neighboring networks and feed them to an engine in the decision plane that computes inter-domain routes.

5 Evaluation

Centralizing the decision-making logic at servers raises natural concerns about responsiveness, scalability,
and reliability [2, 3]. In this section, we will show that the4D architecture is afeasibleapproach for con-
trolling a network by examining the behavior of our admittedly simplistic 4D prototype. Our goal isnot
to show that the prototype performs faster or better than anyparticular tweaking of an OSPF/EIGRP/BGP
implementation. Rather, we will show that its performance is viable and roughly comparable to the per-
formance seen in today’s production networks.
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5.1 Evaluation Environment and Scenarios

We have implemented our prototype in the Emulab [18] environment using Linux-based PCs as IPv4
routers. Emulab is not a simulator — it provides a framework for running aribtrary code on large numbers
of PCs, which are connected together in a user-specified topologies. In the experiments reported below, all
PCs run the standard Emulab Linux v2.4 kernel. All PCs, including those used for the compute-intensive
decision elements, have clock speeds between 600 and 850 MHz— these were state-of-the-art machines
in 1999. Each Emulab PC has four 100 Mbps Ethernet interfacesthat can be used to create network
topologies. A fifth control interface is invisible to the prototype and used only for experiment adminis-
tration (e.g., starting and stopping the experiment). To enable post-experiment correlation of events from
the log file on each PC, all PCs synchronize their clocks by running the Network Time Protocol over their
control interfaces, and we verify that each PC’s clock is synchronized to within 2 ms of the others. The 4D
code being evaluated does not take advantage of the availability of synchronized clocks — they are used
solely for post-experiment data analysis.6

In each experiment we run, the routers are initialized to have no FIB entries and no knowledge of their
neighbors. The routers discover their own interfaces and any connected neighbors, and disseminate the
information to the decision elements. The decision elements elect a master, and the master installs FIB
state into each of the routers. To verify that our software has performed correctly, we have run traceroute,
ping, and sent user data across the network before, during, and after failure events.

The network topologies used in this section are those of production enterprise networks obtained
through analysis of the networks’ router configuration files[5]. Due to the four interface limit on Em-
ulab PCs, routers in the production networks that have more than 4 interfaces are modeled by chaining
together Emulab PCs to create a “supernode” with enough interfaces (e.g., a router with 8 interfaces will
be represented by a string of 3 Emulab PCs). Multipoint interfaces in the production networks are handled
similarly, with a string of Emulab PCs used to represent the multipoint link. This model increases the
number of nodes and interfaces in our Emulab scenarios, meaning the results reported here are a con-
servative estimate of how our prototype would perform on theactual production networks. As these are
enterprise networks, we do not configure the Emulab infrastructure to add artifical propagation delay or
packet loss to the links. The topologies we use in our experiments vary in size from one with 10 Emulab
PCs (as routers) and 11 links to one with 100 Emulab PCs and 149links. On topologies with less than 20
routers, we insert 3 single-homed decision elements into the topology. On larger topologies, we insert 5
single-homed decision elements.

5.2 Response to Single Failures

The most common failure scenarios involve the failure of either a single link or a single router. In this
subsection, we examine the 4D prototype’s response to thesescenarios.

In each experiment, we bring up a topology of routers and decision elements and wait for the topology
to stabilize. We then cause either a node or a link to fail. To fail a router, we send the binary a signal to
terminate, causing the router to abruptly stop participating in the network and to remove all routes from its
routing table. To fail a link, we bring down the interface on one of the routers. We have implemented the
router binary to ignore any send errors from a downed interface, so link failures are only found through
the neighbor discovery protocol.

For each network topology, we randomly select 5 of its links to fail. For each of these links, we then
run 5 separate experiments where we fail the link, for a totalof 25 runs. The procedure for the router failure

6A more sophisticated implementation of the 4D architecturemight take advantage of synchronized clocks to improve
performance of the dissemination plane. See our research agenda on the 4D [19] for more information.
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Figure 4: Reconvergence time after a single link failure averaged over 25 runs per network. Number of
routers in the network is given in parentheses next to the network name.

experiments is the same, only with 5 routers selected ratherthan 5 links. This results in 25 experiments in
which a single node fails.

There are four phases of network convergence. First, the time between a failure and the time adjacent
routers discover the failure. Second, the time for the dissemination plan to carry triggered LSAs announc-
ing the failure to the master decision element. Third, the time for the decision element to calculate new
FIB updates for the routers. Fourth, the time for dissemination plane to carry FIB updates to each router
and for the routers to install the updates.

Figure 4 shows the mean network reconvergence time after a link failure in 9 different networks. The
reconvergence time is measured from the time the link is taken down to the time the last router installs its
update, at which point all routers will have working routes to all destinations. Each bar is divided into four
stripes, one for each phase of the reconvergence. For instance, convergence took an average of 153 ms in
network A. Of that time, 96 ms were spent discovering that thelink failed, 3 ms were spent transmitting
an LSA to the decision element, 44 ms were spent in recomputing configurations for all routers, and 10 ms
were spent sending the configuration to each router and installing the configuration.

For all topologies, reconvergence time is acceptably low. In topologies of less than 50 routers, con-
vergence time is below 200 ms. For the two larger topologies,convergence time is less than 300 ms.
These convergence times are comparable to those of link-state networks, where sub-second reconvergence
is considered excellent [20, 21].

The mean reconvergence time for the 9 networks varies between 153 and 286 ms. Of that time, 100
ms is spent detecting the link failure, and another 40 ms is spent while the decision element’s hold-down
timer7 runs out. The problems of neighbor discovery and batching LSAs via a hold-down timer, which
represent over 75% of the time spent in reconvergence in our prototype, are common to both the 4D
architecture and fully-distributed architectures, so it is reasonable to expect both architectures to have
comparable performance. Many proposals to reduce reconvergence time in conventional architectures
begin with faster neighbor discovery [21] or adding hardware support for link status detection. Those
techniques are equally applicable to the 4D architecture.

Tables 1 and 2 zoom in on the results from two topologies, networks A and I, respectively. Each table
provides the mean, maximum, and minimum values for each phase of convergence over the 25 experiments
performed. Removing the 40 ms hold down timer, the mean computation time scales from 4 ms in network

7The purpose of the hold-down timer in both fully distributedcontrol planes and in the 4D architecture is to prevent the
network from recalculating routes before all the “bad news”has arrived. In essence, this timer trades response time to failures
for a reduction in the number of network state changes.
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Minimum Mean Maximum
Discovery 91 96 107
LSA send 1 3 10
Computation 41 44 51
Config write 8 10 14

Table 1: Minimum, mean, and maximum times (in ms) for each of the four phases of convergence for 25
link failure experiments on network A (10 routers).

Minimum Mean Maximum
Discovery 89 99 108
LSA send 2 4 12
Computation 143 149 162
Config write 15 28 40

Table 2: Minimum, mean, and maximum times (in ms) for each of the four phases of convergence for 25
link failure experiments on network I (100 routers).

Minimum Mean Maximum
Discovery 91 97 106
LSA send 2 9 17
Computation 32 40 50
Config write 8 11 18

Table 3: Minimum, mean, and maximum times (in ms) for each of the four phases of convergence for 25
router failure experiments on network A (10 routers).

A to 109 ms in network I, which has 10 times more routers. This scaling is smaller than predicted by the
O(N3) complexity of the Floyd-Warshall implementation.

The reconvergence time for the nine networks after a single router fails is quite similar to those of the
link failure scenarios, both the totals and the breakdowns.The largest difference is that it takes slightly
longer for all the LSAs to reach the decision element becausewhen a router fails, up to 4 other routers send
LSAs announcing that their link to the failed router has gonedown. Comparing Table 3, which presents
the reconvergence times for a router failure in network A, toTable 1 illustrates the point.

5.3 DE Failures and Network Partitions

A potential concern with the 4D architecture is that by centralizing decision making at a single Decision
Element (DE), loss of communication with the DE leaves the network without the ability to react to
additional changes to the network. As explained above, our experimental setup adds reliability to the
system by attaching 3 or 5 DEs the network, depending on the size of the network

DE Failure: Failure of any DE but the master DE is harmless, since in our prototype the other DEs
are only hot stand-bys. To evaluate the effect of the failureof the master DE, we run experiments in which
the network is allowed to come up and converge, and then the master DE is shutdown without warning.

Figure 5 shows the time required for a new DE to take control ofthe network after the master DE
fails, broken out into the steps involved. The first step is detecting that the old master has failed. Once
this occurs, the situation is the same as the reconvergence scenarios described previously. To verify that
the network is in a known-good state, the new master computesroutes for each switch, and then writes the
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Figure 5: Mean reconvergence time after the failure of the master decision element averaged across five
runs on each network.
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Figure 6: Reconvergence time in the main network after a partition event.

configurations to the switches.8 As expected, the time for a new master DE to take control is dominated
by the time required for the election. With the election algorithm requiring that three beacons be missed
before a new master takes over and beacons being sent every 500 ms, determining that the master DE has
failed takes 1-1.5 s. If this is too long a window to be withouta DE, changes to either beacon frequency
or number of missed beacons could decrease the detection time, limited only by the propagation delay
between DEs (the cost of additional beacons is minimal).

Network Partition: If events should cause the network to partition, only one of those partitions will
contain the master DE and, by the definition of a network partition, the switches in other partitions will
be unable to communicate with the master DE. Just as network designers can choose to build a topology
that is more or less resistant to partition (e.g., a ring versus a mesh), the designers have the freedom to add
DEs to their network until all likely partitions include at least one DE.

To evaluate the response of our prototype to a partition, foreach network we select five scenarios
involving failures of links and/or switches that result in creation of at least two partitions. We then run
each scenario five times. To analyze the response to the partition, we separately consider the partition that
contains the original master DE from the other partitions.

As shown in Figure 6, the partition with the original master DE responds in essentially the same
manner as the single-failure reconvergence scenarios examined earlier, with two significant changes. First,
there is greater variance in how long it takes all the switches to discover which neighbors are missing. The

8One possible optimization to this process is for the new master to query each switch for its configuration and only perform
writes on switches that require state changes.
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Figure 7: Reconvergence time in the partitioned network after a partition event.
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Figure 8: Bytes sent by the master DE in each network, averaged over 5 runs.

variation exists because our experimental administrationscripts cannot instantaneously create a partition:
depending on the network, it takes between 0 and 200 ms to shutdown the links and switches that create
the partition.

Figure 7 shows the reconvergence time in the partitions thatdo not contain the original master DE.
In these partitions, the response is essentially the same aswhen a master DE fails (cf. Figure 5). Again,
there is small additional variation in detecting the absence of a master DE since the partition is not created
instantaneously, and beacons from the original master DE can find their way into the new partition as the
partition is being created.

These results show that loss of communication with a decision element, attributed to either decision
element failure or a network partition, does not result in catastrophic failure even with our simplistic
replication and election strategies. In fact, the failure of a DE does not cause any noticable change to data
crossing the network unless there are additional events before a new master DE can be elected.

5.4 Overhead of the 4D Architecture

To be scalable, it is critical that the dissemination-planedoes not consume excessive bandwidth in carrying
data between the routers and the decision elements. Figure 8shows the average number of bytes of
management information sent by the active DE during five, 120second single-link failure scenarios. DE’s,
like all entities running the discovery plane code, send 33 HELLO packets of 28 bytes out each interface
each second — we omit this fixed overhead from the figure. All DE’s, whether the master or not, send
beacons every 500 ms, but these beacons are a negligible contribution to the overhead. Only the master DE
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Figure 9: Bytes received by each DE in each network, average over 5 runs.

sends configurations to the routers, and this is the only component of sent bytes that varies with network.
At worst, when all routers in the network are completely empty, approximately 28 bytes per route per
router must be sent. The volume of configuration data does notvary directly with network size because
the use of delta encoding means that the size of the updates isproportional to the number of routes that
change, which is a function of the topology.

Figure 9 shows the average number of bytes of management information received by each DE during
the same scenarios. The bytes received are dominated by topology collection, which scales linearly with
the number of interfaces in the network, consuming roughly 32 bytes per interface per router per LSA.
Variation in volume of LSAs received among networks of similar size is due to variation in the number of
links in the topologies. The absolute count of bytes involved is not large: receiving an LSA from every
router in a 100 router network totals 32 KB.

6 New Capabilities of the 4D Architecture

In this section, we describe one example of how the expressive power of the 4D architecture can be used
to change the way network reachability is conveyed and enforced. The data center example in section 2.1
shows what can go wrong in today’s practice of reachability control, and here we use the same example to
illustrate how the 4D architecture avoids the problem through joint control of packet filtering and routing.

We implement the example by connecting 13 PCs, 5 as routers and 8 as hosts, to form a network as
shown in Figure 1. We conduct two experiments, each running through the example scenario. In the first
experiment, we use a traditional control plane, running theQuagga [22] OSPF daemon on the five routers
to calculate routes for the network and manually add packet filters, just as a real network operator would.
In the second experiment, the network is controlled using our 4D prototype, with the decision element
given a 2-line reachability specification describing the desired security policy. During both experiments
we use data traffic sent at 240 packets/second to test whetherthe network’s security policy is obeyed: one
flow that should be permitted (AF1 sending to BF1) and one flow that should be forbidden (AF1 sending
to BD1).

In the conventional network, the manually calculated and placed filters are insufficient to block traffic
forbidden by the security policy. In the 4D architecture, routes and packet filters are calculated together,
with the network’s global reachability specification takeninto account. Figure 10 plots the loss rate versus
time during the period surrounding the introduction of the link between A and B’s data centers. The
conventional network’s response is shown in the top graph, and our prototype’s behavior is shown in the
bottom graph. Initially, traffic from AF1 to BD1 is blocked bypacket filters. In the conventional network,
the filter is manually placed by the network architect on interface i3.1 to prevents A’s front office traffic
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Figure 10: Impact of adding new link (R1 to R3) on traffic from AF1 to BD1, which should be dropped to
obey security policy. Conventional network (top figure), 4Dnetwork (bottom figure).
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Figure 11: Impact of link failure (R2 to R5) on traffic from AF1to BF1, which should be permitted.
Conventional network (top figure), 4D network (bottom figure).

from reaching BD. In the 4D archtecture, the packet filter is placed automatically by the decision logic.
As a result, both networks show the desired loss rate of 100% for the forbidden traffic. At time 10, the
new link between the data centers is added. In the conventional network, OSPF responds to the additional
link by recomputing routes and within 600 ms has redirected traffic from AF to BD over the new link,
bypassing the packet filter on interface i3.1 and allowing forbidden traffic to pass through the network.
In the 4D network, both new routesand new packet filter placements appropriate for those routes are
computed and loaded into the routers within 200 ms. Since thenew filters are loaded simultaneously with
the new routes, not a single packet of forbidden traffic is leaked.

The inability of conventional networks to jointly control packet filters and routing means that packet
filters must be placed pervasively throughout the network, but this can rob the network of its ability to
resilently carry desired traffic. Figure 11 plots the loss rate versus time for traffic sent from A’s front office
to B’s front office during a period when the link between the two front offices goes down. Again, the top
graph depicts the loss rate on the conventional network while the bottom graph depicts the loss rate for a
4D-controlled network. In this scenario, the link between the two data centers remains up. To patch the
security hole described in the previous paragraphs, the conventional network has manually-placed packet
filters on both i3.1 and i3.2 to drop traffic from AF to BF.

When the link between front offices goes down at time 70, the flow from AF to BF on the conventional
network immediately begins losing packets. Even though OSPF successfully reconverges to route traffic
from one front office to the other via the data center link, thepacket filter on interface i3.2 prevents front
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office traffic from getting through, causing permitted traffic to be incorrectly thrown away. In a conven-
tional network, this outage would persist until a human operator diagnosed the problem and altered the
configuration files (hopefully remembering to replace the filters when the outage ends, to avoid reopening
the security hole disscused above). In the 4D-controlled network, the decision element recalculates both
routing and packet filter placement simultaneously, placing a filter on i2.1 to block traffic from AF to BD,
but allowing traffic from AF to BF to pass through. Within 300 ms of the link failure, connectivity is
restored in the 4D network.

This example illustrates how all the principles underlyingthe 4D architecture work together to solve
a problem. The network designer specifies a network-level objective to the decision plane. The decision
plane uses a network-wide view to compute packet filter placements and FIB contents that meet the ob-
jectives, and then, using its ability to directly control the routers, the decision plane configures the routers
to instantiate the solution without introducing undesirable transients behaviors.

7 Related Work

The importance of network control and management in creating robust networks has been recognized by
both the research and network operator communities for manyyears. Many different paradigms for this
area have been explored, including Signaling System 7 and the Intelligent Network, active networks, and
policy-based networking, and there is increasing attention in the Internet research community [23]. This
section explains the relationship between the 4D architecture and some of the many existing efforts.

Routing Control Platform: There has been substantial work on problems of controlling and manag-
ing networks, and many different paradigms have been explored as outlined in Section 7 on related work.
The Routing Control Platform (RCP) [17, 24] is especially consistent with our philosophy and objectives,
and serves to show how substantial change in the management of IP networks is possible. RCP is a back-
wards compatible system designed to give the operators of transit networks more control over how BGP
routing decisions are made in their Autonomous System (AS).We see RCP as an implementation of a
specific point that lies inside the design space of the 4D architecture, where RCP makes its design deci-
sions to emphasize scalability and deployability with conventional routers. For its decision elements, RCP
uses Routing Control Servers, which do not need a coordination protocol because of the properties of the
underlying discovery plane. For a dissemination plane, RCPuses iBGP sessions to tell the routers which
BGP routes to use. For a discovery plane, RCP snoops on the flooding of OSPF link-state advertisements,
and learns external BGP routes via the iBGP sessions with theoperational routers.

This paper and the 4D architecture focus on questions unaddressed by the work on the RCP. Rather
than focusing on BGP decision logic, we consider how a wide variety of network objectives could be ex-
pressed to the control/management system, and what new coordination protocols are required to achieve
those objectives. RCP only considers BGP routes—a single part of the total state used by the data-plane
to direct packets through the network. This paper asks how tocontrolall the data-plane forwarding mech-
anisms (e.g., FIB entries, packet filters, NATs, tunnels, packet scheduling, and buffer management) in a
coordinated fashion to achieve the network’s objectives, and what protocols are needed to achieve this co-
ordination. RCP assumes routers are already correctly configured with significant amounts of state, such
as IP addresses and an Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP). Thispaper examines howzeropre-configuration
of routers/switches can be achieved and how a clean slate design of device identifiers and the relation-
ships among them can significantly simplify network control/management. Beyond considering only IP
networks, this paper also examines how a single management architecture could control different types of
networks such as Ethernet (with or without VLAN) IPv4, and IPv6 (with or without MPLS).

Traditional telecommunications networks: The concept of centralization is heavily used in many
management paradigms for telecommunication networks, usually based on circuit-switched technology [25].
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In contrast, 4D focuses on packet-switching data networks that have more complex data plane primitives
(packet forwarding based on longest-prefix matching, access control, NAT, tunnels, etc) and higher net-
work dynanmics.

Like Signaling System 7 (SS7) [26, 27], the 4D architecture keeps communication channels for man-
agement information isolated from the paths used by user data. However, SS7 takes the approach of a
hard separation between management and user data onto separate links or channels, while the 4D archi-
tecture explores a softer logical separation appropriate for links like Ethernet. The Intelligent Network
(IN) architecture [28] supports extension of network functionality by enabling user data (call placements)
to trigger Detection Points that invoke per-service code. Because the terminals in data networks are fully-
programmable devices, the 4D architecture deliberately does not provide a way for a user-originated mes-
sage carried by the data plane to invoke functionality in thedecision plane in order to avoid a class of
Denial of Service attacks to which the IN is vulnerable.

Active networks: The active networks community sought to create a network with extensible func-
tionality, and pursued several approaches. Some, such as code-carrying packets, are quite different from
the 4D approach, but others, such as creating a minimal kernel of functionality implemented on each
switch to be invoked from another location [29], share the same goals as the 4D.

Management tools for a distributed control plane: A large number of tools are being developed
to ease the configuration of the existing architecture for control and management, which depends on in-
dividually configured switches/routers running a distributed control plane. Some approaches, like those
adopted by Cplane and Orchestream, developed frameworks tosolve the problems inherent in configur-
ing large numbers of distributed switches/routers that mayuse different command languages. Other tools
focus on specific operational tasks, such as traffic engineering or mitigation of Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks. For example, Cariden’s MATE [30] and OpNet’s SP Guru [31] products can tune OSPF costs or
MPLS Label Switched Paths to the prevailing traffic, and ArborNetwork’s PeakFlow DoS [32] product de-
tects DoS attacks and generates filters to block the offending traffic. The general approach of Policy-based
networking (PBN) has been studied to automate provisioningand network management in applications
such as QoS [33].

While very useful for specific tasks, network management tools and PBN approaches usually assume
existing control plane protocols, focus on a small portion of the configuration state (e.g., packet filters, but
not routing), and do not consider the interactions among multiple mechanisms. In contrast, in the 4D ar-
chitecture the network is directly controlled by decision elements using network-wide views to manage all
network state — it explicitly establishes the decision plane as the place in the architecture for coordinating
all the data-plane mechanisms and provides the decision plane with the information it needs to operate.

Router configuration: A 2002 study estimates that half of network outages stem fromhuman config-
uration error [34]; similar results have been found in studies of Internet services [35]. Analysis focusing
specifically on BGP routing suggests that configuration errors are responsible for many network anom-
alies [36, 11]. Several tools provide analysis across configuration files to reverse engineer the router
topology and summarize the status of the network [9, 10, 11, 37, 38, 9]. However, despite their wide
usage, these tools have not eliminated configuration problems. In the 4D architecture, weeliminate the
router/switch configuration files entirelyand along with them the need to verify their consistency or re-
verse engineer their actions. Rather than retrofitting analysis tools on top of a shifting pile of management
tools, we propose an architectural change so the network itself generates a view of its status and topology.

Separating forwarding and control: Driven by the desire to separate router forwarding from proto-
cols and network services, significant prior work attemptedto define an open router interface analogous to
OS interfaces at end-systems [39, 40, 41, 42]. Recent standardization efforts within the IETF reflect this
desire [43, 44]. Efforts in the OpenArch and OPENSIG communities succeeded in provisioning QoS in
multi-service networks [45, 46, 47, 48]. Whereas these efforts attempt to modularize the architecture and
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the functionality ofindividual routers, we propose to move the logic (e.g., path computation) currently in
the control planeout of the routers and control plane altogether into a separate decision plane equipped
with network-wide views. Several recent proposals [17, 49,50] argue for separating the computation of
routes from the individual routers. We also argue for placing the key functionality outside of the network
but go further in two respects. First, we believe that the architecture should explicitly provide a robust dis-
semination means todirectlycontrol the data plane plane, rather than driving the control plane by sending
BGP or MPLS messages to routers, as extensive configuration is required before the BGP or MPLS mes-
sages can even be delivered. Second, we believe that the management plane should dictate other aspects
of network operationsbeyond routing(e.g., packet filtering and quality of service).

Discovery: Techniques of auto-discovery between neighbors have been proposed in ATM with In-
tegrated Local Management Interface (ILMI) [51] and optical networks with Generalized Multi-Label
Switching (GMPLS) [52] and Link Management Protocol (LMP) [53]. ATM discovery assumes homo-
geneous link technology (SONET), OSI control protocol stack, and requires NSAP addresses to be con-
figured first. GMPLS discovery assumes IP control protocols at each switch controller and requires the
protocols to be configured first. In the 4D architecture, we aim to design discovery service applicable to
multiple network types that requireszeropre-configuration. In addition, the discovery service willpro-
vide interfaces to the decision plane to enable consistent and explicit management of physical and logical
identities, their scopes, their persistence, and their relationships.

8 Summary

We make three contributions in this paper. First, we synthesize three fundamental design principles:
network-level objectives, network-wide views, anddirect control, that capture the essence of the problem
of network control and management. Based on these principles, we propose a novel 4D architecture that
refactors network functionality into four components—thedata, discovery, dissemination, and decision
planes. Second, we implement a prototype of the 4D architecture andconduct a comprehensive perfor-
mance study. Our study demonstrates the viability of the 4D architecture, specifically with respect to
responsiveness, reliability, and overhead. Finally, we demonstrate that the 4D architecture enables sophis-
ticated new network functionality (such as meeting network-wide reachability objectives) that is difficult
to achieve in traditional networks.
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